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Organizational Economics

• A rapidly expanding and deepening field

45 authors
28 chapters
1233 pages
Price < $75

The Handbook of Organizational Economics
Princeton University Press
2013



The Subject Matter

• Capabilities = what we can do (economists’ production function writ 
large)

• Strategy = what to do (including choosing to develop new 
capabilities)

• Organization = how we do what we do
• Multiple people with their own interests, skills, information and relationships

• Need to coordinate

• Need to motivate

• Managed organizations are used when they work better than the 
market (Coase, Arrow, Williamson)



Organizational Economics (OE)

• Studies organizational phenomena by economic methods ---
theoretical, experimental and empirical
• People: who they are and can be, relations among them

• Architecture: internal, boundaries, finance, governance

• Routines, managerial practices and processes: formal and informal

• Culture: especially norms

• Connects to many fields in social science and management

• Focus in information and incentive issues, contracting difficulties as 
explanatory

• Is both positive and normative



Connection to Strategy

• Chandler: “structure follows strategy”

• Versus path dependence
• Embedded competencies

• Difficulties of organizational change

• Organization may determine strategy (eg. Burgelman Intel)
• Lord Browne, Group CEO, BP: “Our organization is our strategy”

• Ideally, a holistic approach, especially to the design problem (OD)
• Strategy and organization need to fit each other, contingent

• Particular affinity with Resource-Based view of the firm

• Roberts and Saloner, Handbook of OE, surveys connections



OE and the Resource-Based View

• What ODs support acquisition, development and management of 
particular collections of resources and assets?

• Important because of contingencies from environment, competitive 
positioning
• Nokia v Lincoln Electric

• SIA v Southwest Airlines

• Getting, keeping and motivating/directing the right people is an 
(the?) organizational problem

• Strategy intimately linked to organization 



OE and Capabilities

• Capabilities are imbedded in the organization
• People

• Routines, processes, practices

• Culture

• Organization is the way that the firm manages, supports and 
develops capabilities

• Developing new capabilities also occurs within the organization
• How to recognize, decide and coordinate 

• How to motivate

• The ability to create, marshal and usefully apply new capabilities 
relies on the organization



High Velocity Businesses

• Claims that high velocity makes strategizing and organizing irrelevant

• I can’t agree

• Organization is not just architecture
• People, processes, routines, culture

• Capabilities must be developed by the organization



Implications

• Holistic analysis seems ideal, given the interdependencies among 
elements of strategy, organization and capabilities

• But, as academics, we do not have to study the whole problem at 
once
• Peal off pieces, especially if they do not seem too contingent or if the context 

can be made clear and fixed

• Gives us manageable problems, can hope for results, insights

• However, practitioners do need to pay close attention to the 
connections and even to adopt a holistic approach.

• Our aspiration is that our insights will be useful to them.
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What does it mean to “Take Knightian
Uncertainty Seriously?”



What does it mean to “Take Knightian
Uncertainty Seriously?”

◦Is it really possible to “sense and seize” 
opportunities under these conditions?
◦Opportunities in settings of uncertainty 
don’t exist objectively like “lost 
luggage” just waiting to be claimed

◦They are created through a path 
dependent, iterative, evolutionary 
process (Alvarez and Barney, 2007)



What does it mean to “Take Knightian
Uncertainty Seriously?”

◦So, to take Knightian uncertainty seriously 
means:
◦Abandoning the “sense, seize, and transform” 
definition of these capabilities

◦Replacing this with language such as experiment, 
learn, pivot from the creation view of opportunities  
(Alvarez and Barney, 2007, 2013)



What does it mean to “Take Knightian
Uncertainty Seriously?”

◦The creation view of opportunities also has important 
implications for governance

◦TCE and ICT arguments do not work very well when 
sources of opportunism/who has the most to gain 
from an exchange cannot be known ex ante 
(Alvarez and Barney, 2005) 



What does it mean to “Take Knightian
Uncertainty Seriously?”

Perhaps – dynamic capabilities and resources have 
their origins in the entrepreneurial actions and 
processes of individuals and firms to efficiently and 
effectively create opportunities


